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About This Game

1936: Soldiers of the Third Reich roam the world seeking occult weapons for their insane plans of conquest. When Fenton
Paddock, a former British soldier and hapless smuggler, is asked to look for his friend Richard, who went missing in Tibet, he

has no idea that this search will lead him across three continents to a secret that could turn the whole world upside down.
Enough mystery? Not in the mood for another crime story? "Lost Horizon" brings the classic adventure back to its roots: the

1930s, exotic settings all over the world, and the dangerous quest for one of the greatest secrets of mankind makes adventurers'
hearts beat faster. The Makers of the award-winning Secret Files series invite you to experience a technically outstanding,

carefully designed game featuring an absolutely thrilling story at the side of Kim and Fenton.

Key features:

Unique handmade graphic style
Exotic settings you've never seen before
Movie-like story by novelist Claudia Kern
Both realistic and funny dialogues
Excellent technical appearance and minimal system requirements
Fast-paced presentation of the exciting story in movie style
Innovative puzzle design, always fair and logical
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I am enjoying this game a lot. However, am I $30 enjoying this game? I didn't think so at first until I read something.

Which was the dev explaining the high price on the steam discussions, stating that by the time the money reaches their wallets,
each individual only has a couple bucks to spend.

Not to mention that they're trying to make great games for such mediocre returns. I guess I feel for someone who is doing
something they really want to do even though it can't pay the bills.

. This game's got a few things going for it, and those things are very well done. But what it's lacking takes too much from the
game that it doesn't feel like a whole game at all. At least, it doesn't provide enough depth to be worth the asking price.

As the other review states, it's like a flash game, one you'd find for free online. That's an accurate description; it plays like a
flash game: fast paced and very simple. Unfortunately the price tag doesn't match the simplicity it offers. You could describe it
as mindless fun, but to me this phrase conveys the notion of a game that isn't too deep\/complicated\/sophisticated in it's
gameplay systems but yet requires quick, successive tactical decisions based on the immediate situation (as opposed to a thought out
strategic approach before facing each conflict\/battle in game (do I need to buy more ammo, is my $ better spent on upgrades, is
there an alternate approach to the mission). Unfortunately this game doesn't touch on any of that sort of tactical depth that even a
simple top down shooter should have.

The store page mentions "If you like stealth gameplay, you can avoid direct enemy contact and try to outsmart them..." But for the
most part, gameplay consists of holding down the fire button of the automatic rifle or shotgun and spamming bullets in front of you
as you walk through the level, and only mixing things up when you encounter multiple enemies: now you backpedal as you spam
bullets at the enemies (or strafe if you're fighting guards). Yes, this is similar to almost every other top down shooter out there, but...
You have access to every weapon on every level and with unlimited ammo and no reload there's no meaningful decision to make
about which weapon to use: just use best one for the situation, or whichever is most fun for you. The only thing close to
stealth in this game is the ability to bounce grenades off walls to hit enemies around a corner or to just not shoot the enemies
that are facing away from you (but if you have to pass them, you have no choice but to shoot them (unless you can dodge
every bullet and enemy until you reach the end of the level.))

The video with the cool graphics and bumpin' music are what sold me on this game (and the sale). The video looks like a
collection of the most tense moments of the game, showing some neat popping out from the corner and shooting and frantic
running in circles while shooting at the bugs swarming the player. But the latter is the majority of the gameplay. There's no
reason to pop out and take shots when you can accomplish the same thing (dodging bullets) by strafing and spamming your
own bullets (because there's no reload or ammo to worry about). In the latter case, if you're not backpedalling then you're
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forced to run in circles or get mauled by the bugs (though backpedalling is ALWAYS the winning strategy- again, leaving
you without a meaningful choice to make about how to approach the situation).

Then there's level design. Every level but 3 are linear. There is a labyrinth level which is hardley a maze, but again, still only
one direction to go. One is completely open with no hallways, just single obstacles you walk around. And the other level (that
actually contains a loop in it!) is the bonus level. It's the best level in the game, lots of enemies and they come at you from
different directions at one point.

There's no story. No text to explain anything, why you're doing what you doing. But hey, the guards are shooting at you so
you have to kill them, and the bugs are ugly (and they're bugs), so you have to kill them, too.

So we're lacking meaningful choices of:
- What path to take to the end of the level
- Where\/how to move your character in relation to the enemies
- When to shoot (or conserve ammo)
- When to kill enemies or slip past them
- What weapon to use
(- No choices to affect story)

The last one I don't count against the game, because not every game needs, or even should have a story that the player can
alter. (Interactivity is, for the most part, in the gameplay which is the player's way of being involved in the story the
developer is telling through the game.) But I mention it because having it could've added a lot seeing as how the game is
lacking so many choices elsewhere.

Other few negatives include no rebindable controls and one set resolution (though you have the option to go fullscreen).

I'm not trying to dissuade anyone from buying this game, I just want to let people know what they're in for. I'd say this game
is worth a dollar for some mindless fun. I did find it mildly enjoyable spraying lead into those bugs and seeing the bloody
mechanical mess they leave. So let me now mention the positives for this game.

+ Particle effects when you're bullets hit things
But also a negative too. They don't look right. Blood is too bright\/pale, and then doesn't match the blood color of the bugs.

+ Scientists look like they're dancing (gave me a laugh!)

+ Different Difficulty levels (and ample player health)
Yeah, you're going to get chomped on a few times, so it's good to be able to make like Jesus and be bread for the world and
still live. (And also just like Jesus, when you do die, you can always resurrect (and retry the level ;)) Those damn bugs still
eatin' you? Try it on an easier difficulty setting.

+ Level editor
Here you go, make something interesting and invite a friend over to play your level. There's no scripting though.

+ Lighting FX
Nice real-time 2D lighting effects. Makes this look more professional.

+ Good SFX
Player walking sounds are decent and weapon sounds are nice and consistent with the different weapon types. I wish the bugs
would make a pinching or chomping noise or something when they attack you (or maybe I just can't hear it?).

+ AWESOME music
Buy this just for some good music to listen to while you blow the brains out of some bugs.

+ AWESOME character\/bug enemy graphics
Character looks great holding each of the weapons and I love the look of the bugs (and their corpses.) The guards are
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"bleh", though.

So if you don't mind the negatives I've mentioned (including the price), then I'd say buy this game. It's really just the price
that's keeping me from recommending this, as one can still have some fun with it despite all the negatives.. I was hoping for
something with actual gameplay, but this is nothing more than Spacebar: The Game. Music is ok, I guess.

4\/10. Great little engine you need an imagination to put something together with this product and must think outside the box
This game engine if you choose to give it a chance forces you to look at your ideas in a more simplistic manner.
Mind you this is not a heavy duty engine it is a light hobbyist engine

I have enjoyed this program put over 200 hr on the clock and have had the engine from the start. learned a lot about how to
make games from concept to exporting to exe. Beyond that it has now been helping me flush out ideas in prototypes for other
projects with more powerful game engines like C2 and Unity
The engine is a challenge to work with and that is what I have always liked about it!!
The only Cons is Platfinity Only supports Windows platforms for exporting it would have been nice to put games on other
platforms like cell phones or tablets.
Last - Platfinity has been an Awesome Experience for me and I will consider it a Memorable Powerful Little Game Engine...

. The game is quite nice to look at and is fairly fun to play as a rather short and very casual game. It's definitely geared
toward kids and if there were no combat it would be perfect for extremely sheltered young'uns -- though maddeningly twee
and boring for adults. Without combat it would be mind-numbingly dull.

Combat is very simple, you choose your weapon and click on the enemy and it auto-fights for you. It has a very basic skill tree
where you are able to choose if you want to put xp points into weapons, or into passive skills or into other benefits.

There is no voice acting, but there's reams of reading between conversations you have with other characters and in books you
find. If there had been voice acting I would either have been telling the screen to shut-up or skipped all dialogue options
about half way through, so no voice is a positive rather than a complaint.

There are a number of different puzzles you have to solve to advance, and if you play a lot of puzzle games you would
probably find them easy. If you don't, then a couple of them will be frustratingly difficult. Kids will probably need help with
several of them.

Most of your time in the game is spent looking for plants to pick and objects to pick up, many of the latter are hidden under
or behind furniture which you are able to drag out of the way. You can craft simple potions and a few weapons once you
find or buy 'blueprints', as well as being able to buy what you need from several vendors. Overall, the game is a really good
training RPG.

I have one big complaint about the game though, enough of one that I can't recommend it. The game makers want to share
their love of God with you. One of the hidden books you find in the middle of the game, if you are a diligent searcher, has
the entire Old Testament in it with the disclaimer that you aren't expected to read it if you don't want to but the Devs need to
share their belief. After that, the amount of times your character is told to pray because of danger is infuriating. When I
buy a game, especially a fantasy game, I am not paying for the Devs to evangelize at me.. I liked the game. If you look
around, you can find it cheaper. It's fun and challenging.. Well it's a Puzzle game, you will get jumpscared the first time
then it becomes an annoyance!

The first half of the game is a puzzle solving game, until you meet the android.

I suggest you get a good headphone to listen to the footsteps and evade the Robot, in some parts the footsteps are everywhere
so you won't be able to predict we're the robot is so you will have to GO FOR IT and hope for the best.

The sounds are fine, the music is fine, there is one part of the game that you will hate so much because you would be
required to do a lot with no check points in between.

I hated the ending so much.
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The price is reasonable but I was expecting more *THAT ENDING*

You can check my gameplay here
https:\/\/youtu.be\/7L2VPb3nWFc. Good game, a little expensive but still a good game.
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Unbalanced. Do not get this mod until the developers stop worshipping Adolf Hitler and balance the maps, because every single
map in this mod is so Axis sided.

Axis get:
1. MG42s that are unavailable to Allies' hero classes
2. 8 out of 32 slots can use the StG-44 (no hero class needed)
3. 4 Elite Assaults can use the semi-automatic G43 (no hero class needed)
4. Hero Riflemen can use the Allies' semi-automatic M1 Garand, and not the bolt-action kar98.
5. Germans get mines similar to the Japanese
6. Semi-Automatic Sniper Rifle in the Scoped G43
7. Maps are very Axis sided in geography.
8. Suppression charge

Allies get:
1. A bolt action with 10 rounds but same ROF as other bolt actions
2. A Grease Gun.
3. M1 garand with terrible sights which can be used by the Axis by their heroes
4. Inferior MG

The one advantage the Allies' had in Rising Storm, superior firepower, is non-existent. Meanwhile, the Axis side has even
MORE goodies to play with than what they had in RO2.

Do not support the developers of this mod until they fix it.. Honestly the most frustrating thing is that you spend the time setting
up your units, planning, building up resources and so on.
Yet, as soon as you come face to face with your opponent.. the game freezes?! No idea why. Maybe the game is incapable of
supporting the insane amounts of sprites on screen with the bigger squads, but the game is not playable! Constant battle to even
load the game and crashes non-stop during play.

WILL SAY THOUGH, INSANE AMOUNT HISTORICAL OF RESEARCH AND DETAIL HAS GONE INTO THIS.
AMAZING FOR HISTORY NUTS!!!. This has to be the absolute worst running game I have ever played. I liked the prospect
of being able to play in an historical context, but the controlling the pawns with a seemingly random rythym is so hard to do. Not
to mention how roughly the game moves; there is no clear dilineation between the sounds I am making with "wasd" and the
examples that are expected of me. the controls either need to be simplified or they need to be easier to understand. If you expect
me to follow a pattern, I need to be able to see that pattern (i.e. Dance Dance Revolution).
  I quit the game in the first minute out of confusion. Firstly, there is not currently an instrutions or directions screen\/ interface,
just "continue" and "quit". Secondly, there is no clear game tutorial sequence-- even having a single fram that says tutorial would
have been nice-- because "Listen closer" is so vague. Thirdly, the reason I quit is that I thought the game had frozen.
  Now after reading the reviews and all discussions, I found that the game is based on the rythym of the background noises. This
by the way should have been mentioned in the game description. I tired to give the game another chance and I will say that I was
able to make so much more progress, I marched down the trail, linked up with my battalion, and then I stumbled into a bug
where my men were left behind while marching to the range. This is when I quit for the second time.
  I will not be giving this game a third try until significant changes and\/or updates are made. I am all out of words, I dont think I
could be more disappointed..

  J.. Beckett is set in a dystopian world that resonates with touches of Philip K♥♥♥♥♥♥ Jan Svankmejer and Raymond
Chandler. It is unlike any game I have played before. Saying that, I have played games that have tried to be like this, but this is a
new approach that challenges the pre-conceptions of what make a game great,and truly pulls it off.
The game gives itself time to breathe. It doesn't rush, it kicks its heels, shoulders hunched, and unfolds its narrative like an
untethered butterfly. This is a gamechanger. And if this is an indicator of a new movement, then it is going to be a very exciting
time for gamers.. This is a pretty fun and neat little game. I enjoy horror games, even though I'm jumpy as hell, and this one
really got me a couple of times haha. I enjoy the story and the puzzles of really having to look around and focus on everything.
Although there was a puzzle in Chapter 2 that didn't make any sense to me, involving a room with a raven carved into the wall. I
finally had to give in and look up a walk through, but overall it's a fun game. I was able to get it on sale and I'm happy with my
purchase.
If you would like to watch some gameplay, feel free to check out the gameplay series I did on my Youtube channel. Enjoy my
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jumps and screams haha.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEmbDk6KBzw. I've now got a leggit fear of barrels, thanks vr for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing up my life just a little bit more.. **My review was positive but until the developer comes back I
can't give it a good review anymore**

This game is a bloody good start to a brilliant game! If your sick of horrors and just want a game with nothing to worry about
except your food and water then it's great! Their Roadmap seems to be the start of a great game!

Stranded Deep + VR = Lost In The Ocean!

So longs as they keep working on it, I will happily tell my friends to try it. Needs crafting and a BUNCH of other things but
once that starts, it'll be great! Good work Devs!

**New Gameplay Footage, New Island etc!**
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kMi85bRLOBQ

** Heres a video of my gameplay**
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4Qmg9mLNTw8. Eh. It's alright for free. It's not something I'd recommend, but I didn't
hate it.. So bad and empty ! No subtitles (while advertized as subtitled), no content, no more than a few minutes length, 3
choices as the full gameplay (one being the option to skip the english-voiced not-subtitled intro).
You buy it because you want to try some original indie thing, you refund it because you feel cheated by some so-called dev who
doesn't know shame. Even for a low price, I don't need to buy poo.. i thought i would be awful. it was pretty good minus the
royalty free uke
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